
VM702H/S is Neway smallest size vertical 
machining center, Neway use electrical 
integration system to design.

Linear Rail C-type 
Y Axis 2 line rails 

VM702H/S

High speed & rigidity
Tool change time1.7″
Travel speed 36／36／30m／min
Machine net weight:4000Kg



Feature：
• Computer optimal design guarantee 
integral rigidity with compact structure。
• All casting pass finite-element 
analysis(FEA)test、every part carrying 
capability is under reasonable scope。
• Equitable design to ensure rigidity。
• smoothly chip and water removal 
system 。
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• X&Y Axis span is 265mm&440mm. The reasonable 
span reduce much more machining tolerance 
which occured from casting nature distortion.

• Z Axis span is 275mm.Spindle center to Rail 484mm
This reasonable span keep spindle house stable,
little frenquecny and distortation during machining.

Z Axis Span 
275mm

Spindle 
center to 

Rail 
484mm



Gable type structure has strong
antitorque & antibending function
Specially during maching for X axis
direction.

X Axis



Finite -element analysis（FEA）

Guarantee casting mechanical property



FEA testing for whole machie body to guarantee 
machine structure rigidity.

Dynamic response analysis to guarantee 
machining accuracy。



Automatic type spindle cooling system

Small temperature rising and heat distortion。

Power  5.5/7.5Kw，

Speed      10000RPM

Torque      35/48Nm

Imported Spindle BT40-
10000rpm



Imported Linear rail

X/Y/Z: 
30Ball/30Roller/30Roller

P level



Imported Ball Screw
C3 level high speed silence ball screw with heat innibiting function 

feature

X/Y/Z.32x16/32x16/32x10.

Neway do prestretching with preload for all ball screws.

C3
level

X axis 10u

Z axis 8u

Y axis 8u



NSK angular contact ball bearing

Accuracy level：ISO4

High life span、High rigidity、High accuracy and Low torque



All ball screw are used direct drive system and prestretching with 
preload .This kind of design guanrantee dynamic rigidity and increase positioning 
accuracy.



Imported Arm type ATC

Tool to tool 

ATC use cam system to change tools. Stable 
quality. Standard type is 20 position tools.

48 hours trouble free test to guanrantee 
stoppage rate below 0.5%。

“one pannel revocer function” solve 97% problem。

1.7S



This design increase much more rigidity

Casting reasonable desing 
passed FEA 



Casting machining process：
Roughness machining→First aging 
treatment→Second roughness 
machining→Second aging 
treatment→semifinishing→finishm
achining

First aging treatment

After machining second aging treatment

Reliable machining process



The machine outlook and electrical box inside design



Side door water 
proof

Bass plate water proof

Reliable desing to ensure water proof

48 hours nonstop testing



Inventive Patent 
（Originate）

One advanced structure to do prestretching for ball screw
Patent: ZL 201110070492.8

This structure reduce much 

more tolerance which 

caused by heat distortion，

the accuracy is betwwen 

0.008-0.005mm. Much more 

higher than other brand。



Simple oil-water separation system
Utility model patent

Apply Patent
1、No ：ZL 200910034093.9     One method to assemble rails

2、No ：ZL200920047913.3    One New Rail cover 

3、No ：ZL201020022796.8     One high speed rapid 
system
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Small floor space

Foundation 
drawing

floor space

2280X2660mm


